
Secure the Edge With A10 Networks and 
Garland Technology
A Joint Solution from A10 Networks and Garland Technology

Provide Visibility and Secure Blind Spots With SSL Decryption
 
When trying to support network continuity, mitigating the risk of scheduled or unscheduled downtime 
is an issue for any operation. The need for a secure layer to identify and actively block hidden threats 
can be difficult and costly, especially while also keeping your network resilient. Deploying inline appliances 
on mission-critical network segments requires active-passive flows to decrypt data for network security. 

A10 Networks has partnered with Garland Technology to provide an inline security layer without compromising 
network uptime. A10 Networks Thunder SSLi eliminates blind spots within your network for efficiency 
within your security device. Garland Technology’s Inline Edge Security solutions, which provides bypass 
technology mirrors the SSL decrypted traffic from A10 Networks to application performance monitoring 
tools, adding seamless SSL decryption to necessary workflows.
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Seamless Integration Within Multiple Networks
When deploying in multiple networks, traffic from each network link is brought into the Edgelens® inline 
security packet broker and VLAN tagged. Once tagged, the traffic is aggregated and load-balanced through 
the two A10 Thunder SSLi devices. The data is decrypted and routed to the DPI appliances in reverse 
order back to the A10 devices for re-encryption. This seamless integration throughout your infrastructure 
allows comprehensive, real-time and actionable insights with application-level visibility.  

The joint solution provides visibility to all security devices, including inline, out-of-band and ICAP- enabled 
devices. Together, A10 Networks and Garland Technology detect advanced threats with low impact and 
load-balance to distribute traffic across multiple networks.

Simple Inline Bypass 

For a single source deployment, traffic is sent from the router through the A10 Networks’ Thunder SSLi 
CFW 5840 for data decryption. The decrypted traffic is directed back to the Garland Technology EdgeSafe™ 
Network Bypass TAP, exiting the daisy-chained network port to the next bypass segment. 

Once the network data is sent through the DPI and into a second network port, the traffic travels 
through the second A10 device for re-encryption. The simplicity of this connection allows a single point 
of decryption throughout the network to eliminate blind spots, ensuring compliance and privacy. 
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Garland Technology Network 
TAPs and Packet Brokers
Garland Technology provides a full platform of net-
work access products including a range of network 
TAPs and Network Packet Broker devices, supporting 
the entire wire spectrum from 10/100M copper to 
1G/10G/40G/100G.

Key Capabilities

• Complete network visibility by passing all live 
wire data

• Ensure no dropped packets for out-of-band 
tools

• Quality standard, all TAPs are tested with live 
network data and validated

• 100% failsafe packet capture – all network 
TAPs are tested and validated, and have built-
in failsafe and/or heartbeat technology

• Reliable traffic aggregation, load balancing, 
and filtering – full control over traffic behavior 
and flexibility for aggregation and regeneration
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Garland Technology is an industry leader delivering network products and solutions for enterprises, 
service providers, and government agencies worldwide. Since 2010, Garland Technology has 
developed the industry’s most reliable test access points (TAPs), enabling data centers to address 
IT challenges and gain complete network visibility. For more information, or learn more about the 
inventor of the first bypass TAP, visit GarlandTechnology.com or @GarlandTech.
©2018 Garland Technology LLC. All Rights Reserved. The information in this document, believed by Garland Technology to be accurate as of the date of publication, is subject to 
change without notice. Garland Technology assumes no responsibility for any errors or omissions in this document and shall have no obligation to you as a result of having made 
this document available to you or based upon the information it contains.

About A10 Networks
A10 Networks provides Reliable Security Always™, with a range of 
high-performance application networking solutions that help organizations 
ensure that their data center applications and networks remain highly available, accelerated and secure. 
Founded in 2004, A10 Networks is based in San Jose, Calif., and serves customers globally with offices 
worldwide. For more information, visit: www.a10networks.com and @A10Networks.

A10 Networks Thunder SSLi CFW

A10 Networks believes the future of cyber security for 
5G and multi-cloud rests on Intelligent Automation 
coupled with machine learning, ensuring that business 
critical applications are protected, reliable, and always 
available.

Key Capabilities

• Delivers the performance, scalability, and 
agility for the largest multi-cloud and 4G/5G 
networks

• Leverage built-in connected intelligence and 
analytics for smarter protection throughout 
your mission critical network

• Use artificial intelligence, machine learning, 
and predictive analytics to protect against 
threats, today and in the future 

• With automation and open API’s, seamlessly 
stregthen your security posture while optimizing 
IT resources 


